Carotid artery resection and reconstruction for recurrent laryngeal carcinoma with carotid artery involvement: case report
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Abstract. Aim: The management of advanced head and neck cancer is challenging and it presents a considerable risk. The carotid artery involvement is considered inoperable. We would like to highlight the benefit of carotid artery resection and reconstruction in achieving the control of the disease along with the improved survival rate. Case report: A 60-year-old male patient with the history of total laryngectomy with a selective neck dissection and adjuvant chemo-radiation therapy for a laryngeal carcinoma developed a right sided neck recurrence after being disease free. The recurrent tumour mass encased the right carotid artery circumferentially. He underwent a radical right neck dissection, the right carotid artery resection and the reconstruction. Conclusions: Recent advances in surgical management have enabled surgeons to perform the carotid artery resection and bypass with a notable success and reduced complications.
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INTRODUCTION

Carotid artery may get involved in patients with head and neck cancer and this presents a challenge to the surgeon as well as oncologist due to the considerable risk involved in the management of such patients. Non-surgical treatment includes radiation therapy in combination with chemotherapy or interstitial radiation brachytherapy. Surgical options in locoregional recurrent laryngeal carcinoma with carotid involvement are limited to either carotid artery resection and bypass or stripping the tumour from vessel wall. The potential risk for stroke, myocardial infarction and high mortality or morbidity rate has to be taken into consideration. Nevertheless, superior oncological outcome favours carotid artery resection rather than stripping. Furthermore, microvascular invasion and weakening by stripping may pose a risk of carotid artery rupture. In the majority of the cases, surgical salvage may be the only option available for patient with carotid artery involvement.

CASE REPORT

A 60-year-old gentleman with history of total laryngectomy with selective neck dissection and adjuvant chemo-radiation 5 years ago for laryngeal carcinoma (T1bN0M0) developed a right sided neck recurrence after being disease free for almost 4 years. He presented with enlarging right neck mass for five months duration. The lesion was painless and hard on palpation, with blisters on the overlying skin (Figure 1). Fine needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) of the mass was reported as metastatic squamous cell carcinoma. Contrasted-enhanced computed tomography (CECT) scan of neck clearly showed the recurrent tumour mass at right infrahyoid region, encasing the right common carotid artery circumferentially with an intact lumen and multiple enlarged lymph nodes at right level I to V (Figure 2). The length of encasement was 5.6 cm and it started 0.6 cm just below the bifurcation of the common carotid artery. He underwent right radical neck dissection, right carotid artery resection and reconstruction of the resected artery with polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) graft, which was performed by combined team of head and neck and reconstructive plastic surgeons. This procedure was done under general anaesthesia as it was a complicated and high-risk procedure. The main focus of the ablative surgery was centered at identifying the safe proximal and distal margin of the carotid artery clear of the tumour. The external carotid artery was tied off and anastomosis made between common carotid artery distally and internal carotid artery proximally for optimal tumour clearance and to reduce the length of arterial suture length. The tumour was resected en bloc with the involved carotid artery segment (Figure 3).

Figure 1. Recurrent neck tumour with skin involvement
tra-operative shunt was used to reduce the clamping time of the carotid artery which may affect perfusion and caused cerebral ischemia (Figure 4). The initial ischemic time was four minutes for the carotid artery ligation and shunting, followed by second period of ischemic time lasted about sixteen minutes for the anastomosis of the proximal carotid artery. Prior to clamping of the carotid artery, patient’s blood pressure was increased by 10-20% and a bolus intravenous heparin 5000 i.u. was given to reduce any risk of cerebral event. A 6mm diameter PTFE graft was used to reconstruct the resected segment. The shunt was placed through the PTFE and introduced into the internal carotid artery first and secured with a vessel loop. The blood from the distal circulation was allowed to fill in the shunt and removing all the air within the shunt prior to insertion to the proximal common carotid artery. This will eliminate the risk of air embolism to the brain. The distal anastomosis was performed under loupe magnification using 7 / 0 double needle prolene sutures. Subsequently, at the proximal anastomosis, back-wall sutures were placed first until no more space available and shunt was removed to allow completion of the distal anastomosis while the carotid artery was completely clamped for a very brief period. The involved skin was resected and a pectoralis major pedicled rotational flap was used to cover the skin defect.
used to cover the defect (Figure 5). The total operative time was 7 hours. Immediate postoperative care includes keeping the patient’s head at neutral (supine) position with mean arterial pressure range between 60-70 mmHg and was monitored at intensive care unit for three days. The patient was extubated at day two post operation. A higher mental status examination, cranial nerve examination and peripheral neurological examination (sensation, motor and reflex) was performed when patient regained full consciousness at four hour post extubation and showed no general neurological deficit. Intravenous cefuroxime was given to the patient on induction and continued post-surgery as an antibiotic prophylaxis for major surgery. The wound drain was removed after 4 days. The patient was discharged at day 10 post-surgery. Subsequent follow up at 9 months post operation showed no evidence of tumour recurrence clinically and the patient continued to enjoy good quality of life (Figure 6).

**DISCUSSION**

Advanced head and neck cancer with carotid artery involvement is considered stage IVB disease and carries poor prognosis. Carotid artery resection and reconstruction may be the only option available as patients usually have already completed chemoradiation. Tumour invasion into carotid artery vessel wall may compromise the integrity of the artery and increases the risk of tumour spread and recurrence. The most feared complication is carotid artery blow out. It has been shown that risk of tumour recurrence in patients whose carotid artery were resected is lower as compared to patients whose carotid artery were preserved. A cohort analysis by Roh et al. showed that head and neck malignancy with carotid involvement has zero survival at 15 months and treatment is only for palliative intent. However, surgical resection of carotid artery involved by tumour may prolong the survival up to 24.5% at 2 years.

Despite the growing evidence of the benefit of carotid artery resection and reconstruction, the management of patients with recurrent neck cancer invading the carotid artery is still controversial. However, resection of recurrent neck cancer with carotid artery reconstruction can lead to excellent local control of the disease with improved quality of survival, as shown in this case.

**CONCLUSION**

Carotid artery involvement by head and neck cancer is no longer a limiting factor in surgical management. Treatment should be strategized towards curative rather than palliative intent in ensuring a better outcome and survival rate.
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